My Visit to the SEE Science Center: A Social Story
I am going to SEE Science Center today!

When I see the glass staircase, I will know I am there.
I can walk up the stairs or take the elevator to the 4th floor to get to the museum.
When I get to the museum, I will stop by the front desk to pay.

The museum staff will say “hello” while I wait.
The staff at SEE Science wear a blue SEE shirt. They will help me if I have a question or get lost.
I will explore the top floor (4th) of the museum. There will be exhibits to touch and things to build. Some things will make noise.
Sometimes there will be demonstrations by SEE Staff members.

There may be many people watching together.
I can play in the pretend kitchen and science lab and learn about dinosaurs.
To get down to the 3rd floor, I will have to walk down a large staircase. I can hold onto the railing.

Or I can ask a SEE Staff member to use the elevator.
I will see the LEGO® Millyard Exhibit. I can look at it, but I can’t play with it. I can play with the loose LEGO® bricks at the table.
I can play with the bubbles. If my hands get wet, I can dry them with the paper towels nearby.
Near the the bubbles on the 3rd floor, there is a bathroom I can use.
I can have a great day at the SEE Science Center because science is fun!